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In addition to a great run and walk we celebrated Chinese New Year, the year of the tiger
with crispy roasted pig, tigers being on the protected animals list. Potato salad and a few
Danish garnishments rounded out the feast and 80 hashers ate while standing, from car
hoods, while sitting on tail gates and of course Thai mats spread on the ground. What a
great snapshot picture of how PH3 hashers know how to enjoy what we have.

Since the trails today were so enjoyable there were very few run offenses. Of course
having a full belly may have helped influence that. The hares had taken the runners in a
great loop high along the hills overlooking Ao Makam before dropping them down to
the creek of Ao Yon waterfall, then back up to the highest point possible and then back
down into the laager. The walkers were given an interesting shortcut that took out the
down and up climbs to the creek. However, part of this shortcut was along a long
narrow trail above the waterfalls that was bordered by way too many nasty thorn-plants
recognized and hated by everyone because of the scratches it brings to arms and legs.
Even though the hares had done a great job hacking these
killer plants back they apparently left a particularly
narrow spot thick with thorns on both sides such that
Jaws became so stuck that no one could get around or
past for a while.
We had a couple shirts awarded today but top on the list
was Gorgeous being presented his 100-Hares shirt.
Gorgeous was Phuket Hash's second GM and during
those years the hash didn't put numbers to anything,
including haring. So in addition to the recognized 100
runs on the shirt given today Gorgeous actually has
another 48 hared runs laid before we started counting.
Well done Gorgeous and keep on giving us the great runs
we always get from you. Well, almost always.
What can be said about the run may not hold for the laager site. Over the last few years
we've lost the ability to laager at the several view points as they've turned commercial.
This time our hares gave us a laager site in a rubber plantation filled with tall, dry grass
topped and loaded with pesky seeds ready to stick to everyone's pants and socks which
the hares said would happen along the trails anyway so to never mind them. Fair advice.

Good Run, Great Food & a Perfect Day
Circle closed.
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus

